The human brain's executive systems have a vital role in deciding and selecting among actions. Selection among alternatives also occurs in the perceptual domain; for instance, when perception switches between interpretations during perceptual bistability. Whether executive systems also underlie this functionality remains debated, with known fronto-parietal concomitants of perceptual switches being variously interpreted as reflecting the switches' cause or as reflecting their consequences. We developed a procedure in which the two eyes receive different inputs and perception demonstrably switches between these inputs, yet the switches themselves are so inconspicuous as to become unreportable, minimizing their executive consequences. Fronto-parietal fMRI BOLD responses that accompanied perceptual switches were similarly minimized in this procedure, indicating that these reflect the switches' consequences rather than their cause. We conclude that perceptual switches do not always rely on executive brain areas and that processes responsible for selection among alternatives may operate outside the brain's executive systems. npg npg
a r t I C l e S The intriguing phenomenon of bistable perception arises when an observer views a stimulus with several mutually exclusive perceptual interpretations: although the stimulus remains constant, perception fluctuates between interpretations. Fascination with this phenomenon no doubt originates from the arresting quality of experiencing bistable perception, but scientific interest has been spawned by the uniquely informative position of perceptual bistability regarding the relation between sensation and cognition. On the one hand, bistable perception is associated with characteristic activity patterns in relatively well understood visual brain regions 1, 2 , and its perceptual dynamics allow rigorous control using methods from psychophysics 3 . At the same time, other aspects of bistable perception implicate the involvement of complex cognitive functions, such as attention and action planning [4] [5] [6] . Still, it remains unclear whether bistable perception is, at heart, a sensory phenomenon that arises from local processes in the visual brain 7-10 , with cognitive factors having a mere modulating role, or whether it is an expression of a process also involved in guiding attention and response selection 2, 11, 12 . Arbitrating between these views is particularly difficult because perception, attention and behavioral responses are typically intertwined, as when viewers of perceptual bistability actively observe, and sometimes respond to, perceptual switches.
Recent debate has focused specifically on the challenge of interpreting blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signals measured using functional imaging around the time of perceptual switches. The rightlateralized fronto-parietal regions that show a switch-related elevation in BOLD signal overlap with a network implicated in attention and motor planning 13, 14 , prompting the interpretation that this network is causally involved in switches [15] [16] [17] . However, recent studies have questioned this interpretation. One study 18 observed an equivalent BOLD signal elicited by attention-grabbing events that resembled spontaneous switches, but that were imposed externally, suggesting that the signal reflects attentional reorienting following the perceptual switch. Another study demonstrated that the switch-related BOLD signal was notably reduced if switches were task irrelevant, and thus less actively attended 19 , suggesting that attention and response planning are important.
These findings and the ensuing discussion emphasize that a functional interpretation of switch-related BOLD signals is hindered by the complex of perceptual and cognitive events that accompany perceptual switches, with various authors listing as factors the initiation of the switch itself, attentional reorienting, response planning, self-monitoring and introspection [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Although some of these components can be minimized by rendering perceptual switches taskirrelevant 19 , others appear to require perceptual switches that remain altogether unattended or that are perfectly matched to some baseline condition in terms of perceptual experience and salience.
The above considerations raise a conundrum. To functionally interpret switch-related neural events, switches must be isolated from their attentional and behavioral consequences, but if perceptual switches do rely on neural events that also guide attention and behavior, then such an isolation may be unachievable, even in principle. Indeed, when observers view stimuli that ordinarily provoke bistable perception, but with attention withdrawn to a point where switches become unreportable, no evidence of any remaining switches is apparent 22, 23 .
Using a widely investigated form of perceptual bistability, binocular rivalry 1 , we found that a study of perceptual switches in a r t I C l e S isolation is possible. We developed a dichoptic viewing procedure in which perception demonstrably switches between the two eyes' inputs, the hallmark signature of binocular rivalry, yet in which the switches themselves are rarely detected and are therefore often unreportable. From a theoretical perspective, our findings suggest that one hitherto inherent component of perceptual switches, reportability, can be stripped away. From a practical standpoint, our procedure minimizes the attention-related cascade that inevitably follows the salient perceptual switches of conventional tasks, allowing a new assessment of switch-related BOLD responses that focuses on the switches' neural cause.
RESULTS

Unreportable binocular rivalry switches
In binocular rivalry, conflict arises from the presentation of markedly different input to each eye (Fig. 1a) . Observers of such an arrangement often perceive only one eye's input at a time, with perception switching back and forth between the two during prolonged viewing, mirroring other forms of bistable perception 3, 9, 24, 25 . In our study, each eye viewed a different sequence of quasi-randomly moving dots 26 . The two dot patterns were presented at corresponding retinal locations and both patterns had the same statistical properties (dot density, overall motion content). However, the positions and motion directions of the individual dots that comprised each pattern differed between eyes at all times, potentially causing binocular rivalry. In separate conditions, the two patterns could furthermore differ in color (different colors) or were the same color (same color; Fig. 1a ). In the former condition, a perceptual switch between the dot patterns should be clearly visible as a color change. In the latter condition, however, a switch would entail a perceptual change between two statistically and chromatically identical, ever-changing dot patterns. We surmised that such a switch, if it occurred, might be so inconspicuous as to remain unreportable.
We performed preliminary experiments ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ) to test whether these conditions cause binocular rivalry and, if they do, to investigate the conspicuity of perceptual switches. These experiments established that both conditions involve perceptual suppression of one eye's input at any time, as the dot density that observers perceived, estimated using a two-interval categorization task, was close to that of a single eye's dot pattern rather than to that of both patterns superimposed. Although this suggests binocular rivalry in both conditions, asking observers to press a key whenever they saw a perceptual switch prompted an appreciable number of responses only in the different colors condition (see below for a quantitative analysis). These results strengthened our supposition that the same color condition, by lacking a reliable cue to distinguish the two dot clouds, may involve unseen switches between the eyes' inputs. Our next experiment formally tested this notion and provided an affirmative answer. This experiment again included a different colors condition and a same color condition, and capitalized on known temporal regularities in bistable perception. Specifically, although switches during bistable perception occur at unpredictable intervals, the durations of multiple intervals experienced by a given observer jointly form a peaked distribution whose shape is reproducible and characteristic of that observer 24, 27 . The idea of this experiment was to determine each observer's specific interval distribution based on the different the same color condition (right, green). (d) Autocorrelation curves (left) and percept duration distributions (right) for the same two observers in the different colors condition (orange) and in the same color condition (green), inferred from data such as shown in c. (e) Left, 15 individual observers' estimated mean percept duration in the different colors condition (x axis) and in the same color condition (y axis). Linear regression revealed a strong positive correlation (slope = 0.75, r 2 = 0.96, F (1, 14) = 313, P < 10 −6 ). The two different dot shades represent observers whose autocorrelation data in the same color condition were (dark dots) or were not (light dots) significantly different, on an individual-observer basis, from what would be predicted from random button presses (bootstrap analysis; dark dots: P = 0.004, P = 0.008 or P < 0.002, the latter being the bootstrap analysis' smallest measurable P value; light dots: P = 0.07, 0.14, 0.22, 0.28 and 0.64) (Online Methods). Right, data are presented as at left, but depicting estimated s.d. of the percept duration distributions. Linear regression again revealed a strong correlation (slope = 0.92, r 2 = 0.94, F(1,14) = 284, P < 10 −6 ). npg a r t I C l e S colors condition and then to verify that the same statistical regularities held in the same color condition. Such a correspondence would be expected if the same color condition involves binocular rivalry, in spite of the near absence of perceptual switch reports for that condition in our pilot work. But how can we determine the statistical properties of the alternation cycle without switch reports? A solution emerges from the realization that these stochastic properties can be expressed as temporal autocorrelation curves 23 rather than conventional interval distributions. For binocular rivalry, these autocorrelation curves express the probability that the same eye's input is being perceived at two moments during the perceptual sequence, as a function of the time interval separating those moments. Under reasonable assumptions, percept duration distributions and autocorrelation curves are interchangeable and can be calculated from each other (Online Methods). To capitalize on autocorrelation curves in the same color condition, the quasi-random dot motion that characterizes our stimuli was interspersed with brief motion pulses: short periods during which one eye's dots all moved leftward while the other eye's dots moved rightward ( Fig. 1b) . At each pulse the two directions were randomly assigned to the eyes and observers reported which direction they perceived, allowing us to probe which eye's input dominated perception at those times. Autocorrelation curves were then constructed by calculating the probability that the same eye's input was perceived during two pulses as a function of the time interval between them. Figure 1c illustrates the approach by showing perceptual sequences of two observers (designated observers 2 and 3). Observer 2 appeared to have longer percept durations on average than observer 3 in the different colors condition. In the same color condition, each marker correspond to one motion pulse. Here, observer 2 exhibited a stronger tendency than observer 3 for identical eye dominance across consecutive motion pulses. This is expected if the same color condition involves binocular rivalry, as observer 2 reported longer percept durations in the different colors condition. To make this comparison across conditions explicit, we summarizes these observers' dominance sequences in terms of autocorrelation curves and, equivalently, percept duration distributions ( Fig. 1d , derived from data such as those of Fig. 1c ). The across-condition correspondence suggests that binocular rivalry occurs in both conditions. We extended this comparison to all 15 observers, determining the mean of each observer's inferred percept duration distribution for the same color condition and for the different colors condition ( Fig. 1e) , as well as the distribution widths. The strong positive correlations and slopes close to unity indicate a close correspondence in temporal dynamics across conditions.
As reasoned above, these are the predicted results if the same color condition involves normal binocular rivalry and therefore preserves each observer's signature percept duration distribution. These results are not explained, however, by other a priori plausible hypotheses. In particular, the hypothesis that rivalry in the same color condition only happens during, but not between, the motion pulses predicts estimated percept durations in the same color condition and the different colors condition to differ by orders of magnitude 28 (a prediction verified in Supplementary Fig. 2 ) and to be uncorrelated 29 . Similarly, if observers in the same color condition respond randomly, autocorrelation curves should be flat and near 0.5, unlike the ones we observed. Thus, these data corroborate the conclusion that the same color condition supports binocular rivalry with similar dynamics as the different colors condition. Next, we performed an experiment using the six observers whose data are labeled in Figure 1e that formally tested the degree of reportability of dominance switches in both conditions. This experiment was again similar, but involved a dual task: motion pulses now prompted observers to report both the motion direction they perceived and whether a switch in eye dominance occurred during the interval that preceded the motion pulse ( Fig. 2a ; same task for both conditions). We timed the interval duration between motion pulses such that intervals with more than one switch were exceedingly rare, leaving only intervals with zero or one switch (Online Methods). The dual task then allowed us to identify hits (correctly identified switch intervals), misses (misidentified switch intervals), correct rejections (correctly identified non-switch intervals) and false alarms (misidentified non-switch intervals).
We found a large between-condition difference in hit rate and an unaltered, low false alarm rate, indicating much poorer detectability of switches in the same color condition than in the different colors condition (two-tailed paired t test, hit rates: t(5) = 9.06, P = 2.7 × 10 −5 ; false alarm rates: t(5) = 0.85, P = 0.43; Fig. 2b ). We also examined the data in terms of sensitivity (d′) and criterion 30 . Based on the sensitivity index, d′, detection of switches in the same color condition could not be distinguished from chance, demonstrating just how inconspicuous these switches are (two-tailed t test, t(5) = 1.59, P = 0.17). At the same time, the index does not strongly support the null hypothesis that these switches were altogether undetectable (Bayes factor = 1.1 in favor of the hypothesis d′ = 0); a more conservative interpretation, based on hit rates, is that observers detected perceptual switches in the same color condition about eightfold less frequently than in the different colors condition (leftmost panel).
The identification of a condition in which the large majority of switches between perceptual interpretations goes unnoticed would seem to pose a serious challenge to the popular hypothesis that such switches are caused by a process involved in the control of attention and response selection. It also provides a unique opportunity to test this hypothesis by investigating the extent to which executive brain areas remain involved when switches, by remaining unnoticed, . Hit rates differed significantly between conditions (two-tailed paired t test, t(5) = 9.06, P = 2.7 × 10 −5 ), but false alarm rates did not (two-tailed paired t test, t(5) = 0.85, P = 0.43). The difference in hit rate was about eightfold, as indicated by the gray bar and '÷8'. d′ did not significantly differ from 0 (two-tailed t test, t(5) = 1.59, P = 0.17), but the hypothesis that it equals zero was not strongly supported either (Bayes factor = 1.1 in favor of the hypothesis d′ = 0). a r t I C l e S draw minimal attention and have no behavioral relevance. Our next experiment therefore investigated the functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) BOLD correlates of switches in these conditions.
Brain responses to reportable and unreportable switches
The same six observers each reported the direction of motion pulses for both conditions (Fig. 3a) during multiple fMRI sessions. Analysis of the resulting autocorrelation data again confirmed the occurrence of binocular rivalry in the same color condition (per-observer correlation with different colors condition: slope = 0.63, r 2 = 0.94, F(1,5) = 78.7, P = 3.0 × 10 −4 for means, and slope = 0.81, r 2 = 0.98, F(1,5) = 318.8, P = 1.0 ×10 −5 for widths). We again timed the motion pulses so that each interval contained either zero or one switch (Online Methods), and contrasted these two cases to assess BOLD concomitants of switches between the eyes' views. Before turning to the results, one should remember the same color condition's objective to isolate BOLD signals that correspond to the cause of perceptual switches while minimizing signals that arise as a consequence. Existing work has also attempted to isolate this neural cause by the inclusion of so-called 'replayed switches': onscreen events designed to mimic perceptual switches, yet lacking a neural cause [15] [16] [17] [18] 31 . Indeed, the conclusion that fronto-parietal brain areas are causally involved in bistability rests importantly on the fact that these areas show a BOLD response to endogenous perceptual switches (arguably reflecting both cause and consequences), even after subtracting out their response to replayed switches (reflecting consequences only). As detailed below, our procedure offers an opportunity to critically evaluate the validity of this subtraction approach, and for this reason our same color condition also included replayed switches. These were simultaneous color changes in both eyes' dot patterns ( Fig. 3a) that mimicked the perceptual change associated with switches in the different colors condition, yet without the neural cause. Before including replayed switches, we verified that they did not induce switches in eye dominance (Online Methods) so that there was minimal correlation between replayed switches and actual switches in our design (for further control analyses, see below).
Focusing first on the different colors condition, an across-observer contrast between switch intervals and no-switch intervals indicates elevated switch-related BOLD activity across a similar set of cortical areas as that implicated previously (Fig. 3b) . In other areas, it suggests reduced switch-related activity. Such reduced activity (perhaps related to the so-called default network 32 and to recent brain connectivity findings 33 ) is not traditionally emphasized in this context (see Supplementary Fig. 3 ). npg a r t I C l e S Using an independent localizer, we defined regions of interest (ROIs) and grouped these into three partially overlapping assemblies (Fig. 3b) , one delineating the right-hemispheric fronto-parietal network that is often the focus of studies on perceptual bistability 2,15 (rhFP) and two corresponding to a proposed functional subdivision between a dorsal and a ventral attention network 13 (dAN and vAN, respectively). The BOLD contrast result depicted in Figure 3b does not suggest critical areas beyond these ROIs, nor do additional whole-brain analyses ( Supplementary Fig. 4) . Focusing on the three ROI assemblies, we quantified the response difference between switch-intervals and no-switch intervals for the different colors condition, finding a significant difference in each case (two-tailed t test, dAN: t(5) = 7.5, P = 6.7 × 10 −4 ; rhFP: t(5) = 4.7, P = 5.4 × 10 −3 ; vAN: t(5) = 6.0, P = 1.8 × 10 −3 ; Fig. 3c ). This demonstrates that, although our stimulus and task plausibly put some ongoing demand on executive functions, additional responses were elicited by perceptual switches.
Regarding the same color condition, we can imagine two alternative lines of reasoning, each leading to specific predictions. One line of reasoning centers on the assumption, made in previous work, that a causal component can be isolated from the response to salient perceptual switches by subtracting out the response to replayed switches (see above). As switches in our same color condition were also designed to isolate this causal component, we would predict that the BOLD response to same color switches should resemble the response to different colors switches minus the response to replayed switches. We determined each assembly's response to replayed switches (difference between intervals that contain a replayed switch and intervals that do not), as well as the prediction that is formed by subtracting this response from the different colors response (Fig. 3c) . The nonzero outcome of this subtraction (two-tailed t test, dAN: t(5) = 3.7, P = 0.01; rhFP: t(5) = 4.0, P = 0.01; vAN: t(5) = 4.5, P = 6.3 × 10 −3 ) would traditionally be interpreted as evidence for a causal role of these assemblies, but this interpretation was not supported by a comparison to the actual switch-related responses measured in our same color condition. This same color response consistently undershot the prediction from the subtraction method (two-tailed paired t test, dAN: t(5) = 2.2, P = 0.08; rhFP: t(5) = 3.0, P = 0.03; vAN: t(5) = 2.9, P = 0.03), suggesting that this method over-estimates the causal component of the switch-related BOLD response and may lead to erroneous inferences of causality, a suggestion consistent with earlier work that provides possible reasons for this over-estimation 18 .
Do the measured same color responses provide any support for a causal role of these brain areas? A second, alternative line of reasoning arises from this question. In some brain areas the switchrelated BOLD response may exclusively reflect the consequences of perceptual switches, and if the same color condition successfully minimizes these consequences, then we would expect a minimal same color BOLD response in these areas. A quantitative prediction, assuming linearity, is that the response to same color switches should be proportional to these switches' reportability, or about eightfold smaller than the different colors response (Fig. 2b) . This prediction (Fig. 3c ) did match the actual same color responses measured in the three assemblies (two-tailed paired t test, dAN: t(5) = 0.14, P = 0.89; rhFP: t(5) = 0.50, P = 0.64; vAN: t(5) = 0.61, P = 0.57), suggesting that no part of these assemblies' BOLD response reflects a neural cause of perceptual switches.
To test in even more detail whether the same color responses differ from the prediction based on reportability alone, we repeated this latter comparison using linear mixed models, which offer a more powerful approach in this case (Online Methods). This again provided no evidence for a difference (dAN: P = 0.68; rhFP: P = 0.35; vAN: P = 0.25), and indeed identified these data as substantial evidence against such a difference (Bayes factors of 8.6, 6.2 and 4.9 in favor of the null hypothesis, respectively). Figure 3d shows results for the individual ROIs identified previously. For each ROI, the pattern of results confirmed the data shown in Figure 3c : the same color response undershot the prediction based on subtracting the replay-related response (linear mixed model, P < 0.05 in all cases except right hemisphere prefrontal cortex, right hemisphere angular gyrus and left hemisphere intraparietal sulcus), but was indistinguishable from the prediction based on reportability alone (linear mixed model, P > 0.14 in all cases).
We considered two methodological explanations of these results. First, the same color condition's shorter mean percept duration ( Figs. 1e and 4b) could conceivably affect the amplitude of the estimated BOLD response. To assess this possibility, we performed a simulation using data from the rhFP assembly (Online Methods). Using deconvolution, we first estimated across-observer BOLD response curves associated with perceptual switches in both conditions ( Fig. 4a) and confirmed that the areas under these curves differ by a factor of about 8 (Fig. 4b) .
To determine whether percept duration differences might account for this, we next created synthetic BOLD time series by convolving the different colors condition's npg a r t I C l e S estimated response curves with artificial event sequences, created while varying the simulated mean percept duration. We then assessed how the simulated mean percept duration influenced our ability to retrieve the switch-related response curve from these synthetic BOLD time series (using the same methods as used on the empirical data). The effect of simulated percept duration on the area under the retrieved curve was marginal in the relevant range, providing no explanation for the empirical results (Fig. 4b) .
As a second methodological factor, we considered the presence of replayed switches in the same color condition. This presence should not affect the estimated response to endogenous switches if one assumes different BOLD responses to combine linearly, but, for further reassurance, we performed an additional analysis. This twoby-two analysis assessed BOLD responses to four types of intervals in the same color condition, categorized on the basis of the presence or absence of endogenous switches, as well as the presence or absence of replayed switches. Although the analysis showed a main effect of replayed switches in all three ROI assemblies (repeated measures ANOVA, dAN: F(1,5) = 8.5, P = 0.03; rhFP: F(1,5) = 8.1, P = 0.04; vAN: F(1,5) = 10.0, P = 0.03), it revealed no main effect of endogenous switches (dAN: F(1,5) = 0.37, P = 0.57; rhFP: F(1,5) = 0.73, P = 0.43; vAN: F(1,5) = 1.6, P = 0.26) and no interaction (dAN: F(1,5) = 0.22, P = 0.66; rhFP: F(1,5) = 0.66, P = 0.45; vAN: F(1,5) = 1.36, P = 0.30). This indicates that the estimated response to an endogenous switch is not affected by the presence of a replayed switch in the same interval. Indeed, when re-estimating the BOLD contrasts between intervals with and without a perceptual switch, this time including only intervals without a replayed switch (that is, only two cells of the two-by-two analysis), the result did not differ from the original estimates shown in Figure 3c (paired t test, dAN: t(5) = −0.12, P = 0.91; rhFP: t(5) = −0.24, P = 0.82; vAN: t(5) = 0.25, P = 0.81).
DISCUSSION
We designed a dichoptic display that causes perception to switch between the two eyes' views without those switches being noticed, and found that neural processes promoting perceptual bistability operate even when switches remain unreportable. Using this display, which minimizes the engagement of executive functions in response to perceptual switches, we estimated fMRI BOLD responses associated with the neural initiation of these switches. The results indicate that such responses in executive brain areas are overestimated by existing methods, and are altogether undetectable in our procedure. Evidently, the rapid changes in neural response states that plausibly accompany perceptual switches 1 are not initiated by executive brain areas. Undetectable switches in perceptual states are compatible with empirical 8-10,34 and computational evidence 7, 35 pointing to sensory areas of the brain as the loci for the neural processes governing perceptual switches. Several lines of evidence suggest that binocular rivalry and other forms of perceptual bistability may involve comparable neural processes 3, [9] [10] [11] [12] 18 . It remains to be learned whether the present findings generalize to those other phenomena.
We focused on measures that index transient neural activity changes yoked to perceptual switches, but there are many other measures that suggest an executive contribution to the perception of conflicting or ambiguous stimuli. For instance, the rate at which perception alternates when viewing these stimuli depends on the functional integrity of parietal [36] [37] [38] [39] and frontal cortex 40 (but see ref. 41 ) and varies with differences in parietal anatomy 36, 39, 42 . Such findings, however, do not necessarily establish a causal link between perceptual switches and a general decision-making process, as they are also consistent with the notion that sensory regions give rise to perceptual switches, yet that their readiness to do so is influenced by non-sensory modulation of their response properties. Various authors have proposed such modulations in the form of top-down signals that predict sensory input 39 or that stabilize perception 43 . Such accounts might also explain why perceptual switches appear to involve an information flow from frontal to visual areas 16, 17 .
Switch-related fronto-parietal BOLD activity is reduced, but not eliminated, when dissociating switches from motor responses 19, 44 . Our experiment reduced this activity to an undetectable level by furthermore removing awareness of the switches. A parsimonious conceptualization of these results frames awareness of sensory input as being intimately related to the planning of motor actions, regardless of whether those actions are, in fact, executed 45, 46 . In this view, a perceptual change of which the observer is aware might be one that alters candidate motor plans or sensorimotor contingencies. This view also marries the present evidence against a driving role of fronto-parietal regions in perceptual switches to the notion that these regions have a central role in visual awareness 21, 44 : when viewing a conflicting or ambiguous stimulus, a switch in perception may arise in the visual system, but noticing the change may rely on brain regions dedicated to behavioral responses.
METhODS
Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of the paper. Stimuli. The rival stimuli in all experiments consisted of moving dots (radius = 0.08 degrees of visual angle (dva); density = 138 dots per dva 2 ; speed = 5.7 dva per s) presented in an annular aperture (inner radius = 0.15 dva, outer radius = 1.25 dva) on a dark background (minimum screen luminance). In the center of the aperture was a fixation mark (consisting of a white circular plateau, radius = 0.025 dva, surrounded by a Gaussian radial falloff to background luminance, σ = 0.03 dva). The stimulus was surrounded by a white ring (radius 2.9 dva) that was, in turn, surrounded by a pattern to aid fusion (random pixel values filling a square outline, side 7.0 dva). Stimuli were presented dichoptically, either on a CRT monitor viewed via a mirror stereoscope (psychophysics experiments) or projected using a DLP projector onto a screen viewed through prisms (fMRI/pupil experiment 47 ) . Everything was identical between the two eyes except the centrally fixated dots that differed in directional content and, sometimes, color, differences that caused binocular rivalry.
With the exception of the periods during motion pulses (see below) the dots moved with a within-eye coherence of 0.4 except in the experiment where coherence was systematically varied (Supplementary Fig. 1) , with 'coherence' indicating the proportion of dots moving in a single direction (signal dots) while the remaining dots all moved randomly (noise dots). Dot direction was determined per 300-ms interval: every 300 ms both the identity and the direction of signal dots in a given eye were randomly selected, as were the random directions of the remaining dots. The one constraint on signal dot direction was that one eye's signal dots always moved in a direction ±90° (randomly chosen) removed from the direction of the other eye's signal dots.
Motion pulses lasted 600 ms and were synchronized with the changes in dot motion described above (coinciding with two 300-ms intervals). At the start of a motion pulse dot speed remained unaltered, but every dot's motion angle was randomly drawn from a uniform distribution (width 135°) centered on due leftward in one eye and on due rightward in the other (randomly assigned on each pulse). In addition, a black dot inside the fixation mark (radius = 0.013 dva) signaled the presence of a motion pulse throughout the 600-ms interval.
All dots in a given eye were either red-tinted or blue-tinted (randomly assigned on each trial). The luminance values of both tints, as well as that of white elements in the display, were approximately equal and based on the maximum blue output of the screen or projector. Specifically, per observer we used heterochromatic flicker photometry to estimate the red and white luminances equivalent to this maximum output, and created blue-tinted dots and red-tinted dots by blending a proportion (1 − p) of this white with a proportion (p) of this blue or red, respectively. The value of p, the saturation, was determined per observer for both colors individually, using an experiment similar to the experiment illustrated in Figure 1b , but where dots were white and each pulse consisted, not of opposite directions of motion, but of blue being added to one eye's dots and red to the other eye's dots. Saturation levels were then set such that both colors were reported about equally often during these pulses, generally to a level of about P = 0.3 for both colors. Figure 1 lasted 60 s. The different colors condition did not involve motion pulses, and observers reported switches in perception using three keys: one corresponding to each color and one corresponding to an incomplete mixture of both colors. The same color condition of that experiment involved motion pulses occurring randomly at one of four intervals ranging from 1.8-3.3 s (start to start). Observers reported motion direction using one of four keys that indicated, respectively, leftward motion, a mixture of motions dominated by leftward motion, a mixture dominated by rightward motion, and rightward motion. In the following, we will refer to the first and last of these options as 'complete' and to the other two as 'incomplete' .
task. Trials in the experiment reported in
One purpose of this experiment was to test whether rivalry dynamics during the same eye condition would be affected by replayed switches, as we planned to include such replayed switches in our later fMRI sessions. For this reason the experiment included two versions of the same color condition: one without replayed switches and one where a replayed switch occurred midway 50% of the intervals between motion pulses (randomly selected). During a replayed switch, even though dots in both eyes all had the same color at any given moment, the color of all those dots simultaneously faded linearly from blue to red or vice versa over the course of 400 ms. Percept durations did not differ between these two versions of the same color condition in terms of mean (paired t test, t(14) = 0.25; P = 0.80) or s.d. (paired t test, t(14) = 0.005; P = 0.99). Moreover, in the version where half of the intervals contained a replayed switch, those half of intervals did not differ from the other half in terms of the proportion of intervals that contained a genuine perceptual switch (repeated measures ANOVA, interval duration F(3,42) = 5.5, P = 0.003; presence of replayed switch F(1,14) = 0.19, P = 0.67; interaction F(3,42) = 1.33, P = 0.28). This indicates that replayed switches did not importantly affect rivalry dynamics, and data from both versions were pooled for Figure 1 . Indeed, the correlation slopes reported there (0.75 for means and 0.92 for widths; Fig. 1e) , would have been similar if only including the same color condition that did contain replayed switches (0.76 and 0.94, respectively), or only the same color condition that did not (0.76 and 0.91, respectively).
For the experiment of Figure 2 , involving an analysis of detection performance, trials again lasted 60 s, and the interval duration between motion pulses was fixed at a value where the proportions of intervals with either zero or one perceptual switch were both expected to lie close to 50%, whereas intervals with more than one switch were expected to be rare (see below for details). As in the main experiments, motion direction could be reported as 'complete' or 'incomplete' , and only intervals flanked by two reports of complete motion were included in the analysis.
For the fMRI experiment, trials lasted 90 s and motion pulses could again be separated by four possible interval durations. For each observer these were selected on the basis of that individual's rivalry dynamics, to minimize the occurrence of more than one perceptual switch in any given interval (total range 1.2-4.5 s start to start; see below for details). Replayed switches in the same color condition were presented at intervals drawn from a uniform distribution ranging from 0.5-to 1.5-fold the observer's average percept duration, thus ensuring that the rates of replayed switches and actual switches were similar. The fMRI experiment included a third condition besides the same color condition and different colors condition described in the main text. This third condition served as an independent functional localizer of voxels from which to extract data for the area-specific analyses of Figures 3 and 4 (Fig. 4) . The condition involved the same stimulus sequence as the different colors condition, but each motion pulse prompted the observer to report, using one of four keys, whether zero, one, two or more perceptual switches had happened during the preceding interval (the latter two options were rarely used). In other words, perceptual switches here were both visible and task-relevant, ensuring a strong switch-related BOLD response. The BOLD contrast between switch intervals and no-switch intervals for this condition (Fig. 4a) yielded a result very similar to the analogous contrast for the different colors condition (Fig. 3b) . The data shown in Figures 3c,d and 4 were extracted from voxels identified per observer by a significant outcome of this contrast in the third condition. Each observer completed several sessions of the fMRI experiment, amounting to about 200 min of data per observer.
The experiment of Supplementary Figure 1a involved 25-s trials without motion pulses. Six observers responded whenever they noticed a perceptual switch. As a test of the observers' tendency to provide unwarranted responses, the experiment also included a randomly intermixed condition where both eyes viewed the same stimulus (fusion), precluding perceptual switches. For the data of Supplementary Figure 1b the same observers viewed pairs of intervals (2 s) separated by a blank (1 s). During one interval (rivalry) each eye viewed a different stimulus as in our main experiment, and during the other interval both eyes' stimuli were the same (fusion; the order was randomized). Observers reported which interval appeared to contain a higher density of dots, and the dot density of the non-rivalry stimulus was varied according to a Quest procedure 48 to find the physical density where the rivalry display and the fusion display were reported to contain the highest density equally often. This physical dot density could reasonably vary from the density of a single eye's pattern during binocular rivalry (y = 1 in Fig. 1b) , to twice that value if both patterns were perceptually superimposed (y = 2 in Fig. 1b) .
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The experiment of Supplementary Figure 2 was identical to Figure 1's same color condition except that the stimulus was removed from the screen during the intervals between motion pulses. This matches a well-characterized category of procedures that involve intermittent presentation of a binocular rivalry stimulus, typically leading to repeated perception of the same eye's input across many presentations 28, 49, 50 . In a second control experiment that we aimed to include, rivalry between motion pulses was ruled out by temporarily making the stimulus fusible. This experiment yielded essentially only reports of mixed motion during the pulses, precluding an analysis centered on autocorrelations. Nevertheless, the high incidence of mixed perception, in itself, is inconsistent with the main text's same color condition, further corroborating the conclusions drawn from Supplementary Figure 2. fmRI data acquisition. After giving written consent to participate, observers were placed supine in a Philips Achieva MRI scanner at the Spinoza Center of the University of Amsterdam. fMRI data were acquired using a standard SENSE EPI sequence with an isotropic resolution of 3 mm and a TR time of 2 s, covering practically the entire cortex with 37 slices and 80 by 80 in-plane voxels. Flip angle was 76.1° and TE was 27.63 ms. Data from the first five TRs of each scan were discarded to minimize T1 saturation effects. During scanning we recorded the pupil of one eye at 1,000 Hz using an Eyelink 1000 infrared eye tracker (SR Research). Each observer completed three to four sessions of the same experiment, amounting to an average number of 36 scans per observer for both the same color condition and the different colors condition.
Behavioral data analysis. When based on motion direction reports, autocorrelation curves were calculated after excluding intervals flanked by one or more reports of incomplete motion, because the question of whether a perceptual switch occurred cannot be answered reliably based on reports of both eyes' motions mixed together. Converting a given, observed, percept duration distribution to the corresponding autocorrelation curve was done by simulation, randomly drawing many consecutive durations from the distribution and calculating the autocorrelation in the resulting simulated percept sequence. This approach is valid as long as the sequential dependence between consecutive binocular rivalry percept durations is negligible, so that individual percept durations can be treated as random samples from a stationary distribution. Existing work indeed shows this sequential dependence to be small 9, 51, 52 . To convert a given autocorrelation curve to the corresponding percept duration distribution we created an extensive bank of hypothetical autocorrelation curves, each constructed in the above-described fashion by drawing from a gamma distribution, but using different distribution parameters for each hypothetical autocorrelation curve. To find the duration distribution corresponding to a given empirical autocorrelation curve, we then searched the bank for the hypothetical curve that fit the empirical curve best.
Both for the experiment of Figure 2 and for the fMRI experiment of Figure 3 , we tailored the interval durations between motion pulses per observer, to minimize the occurrence of intervals with more than one perceptual switch. This calculation again depended on the assumption that each percept duration is a random sample from a stationary distribution (see above), which allowed us to determine the probability that a randomly placed interval within the perceptual sequence contains a given number of perceptual switches. It is important to note that establishing a percept duration distribution on the basis of autocorrelation data does not require any assumptions regarding the number of switches separating two sampling moments (i.e. the autocorrelation curve, by indexing the probability that two moments yield matching eye dominance, quantifies the probability that the number of intervening switches is even; not whether that number is 0, 2, 4, etc.). Conversely, however, the percept duration distribution does predict the number of switches in a given interval. For the fMRI experiment we again verified post-hoc, on the basis of percept duration distributions estimated during the experiment, the proportion of intervals that inadvertently contained more than one switch. For each condition-observer combination, this proportion was smaller than 1%. fmRI data analysis. All fMRI preprocessing, including co-registration and motion compensation, was done using FSL 53 , and we used Freesurfer 54 for conversion to the surface for visualization and delineation of brain areas. The general linear models used to produce the per-area results were implemented using FSL's FEAT tool, after which per-scan parameter estimates were extracted from functionally defined voxels (see above) that we separated into individual brain areas by manual delineation based on anatomical landmarks. For illustrations of across-observer contrasts ( Fig. 3b and Supplementary Figs. 3 and 4 ) each observer's per-scan FEAT results were entered into an across-scan fixed effects analysis using FSL's FEAT tool, and the resulting per-observer data were then converted to an average surface for a random-effects analysis across observers using Freesurfer's mri_glmfit.
For the different colors condition, the model included regressors for stimulus onset and offset, motion pulses, key presses, and intervals between motion pulses. These latter events were modeled in a number of separate regressors, depending on whether a switch occurred during the interval, but also depending on the number of reports of incomplete motion that flanked the interval. Specifically, just like the behavioral results (see above), all fMRI results only concern intervals that were flanked by two reports of complete motion. This avoided the uncertainty caused by incomplete motion reports when it comes to inferring the occurrence of switches at the analysis stage, and it also minimized the potential influence of any BOLD signal associated with the difficulty of selecting a behavioral response when perception is mixed. The model also included regressors for two event types identified in the eye traces we recorded, namely blinks and microsaccades 55 . Both had a weak tendency to be more numerous in intervals that contained a perceptual switch than in intervals that did not 56, 57 . All events were modeled as instantaneous, except interval events, which were modeled as boxcars that had the durations of the associated intervals and amplitudes that were scaled down to retain a norm of 1. This scaling is consistent with the notion that a switch, if it occurs during an interval, does not fill the entire interval but takes a particular time that is independent of interval duration.
For the same color condition we used the same model, but added regressors to accommodate the replayed switches. Specifically, the model used to estimate the BOLD contrast between intervals with and without a replayed switch (Fig. 3c,d) included regressors for intervals with and without such a switch, again separated on the basis of the number of flanking reports of exclusive perception. To optimally estimate the contrast between intervals with and without an endogenous eye-dominance switch in the same color condition, we assessed that contrast using a model where replayed switches were not modeled as intervals, but as instantaneous events, aligned with the actual moments of replayed switches. The precise treatment of replayed switches turned out not to matter, however, as shown by the 2 × 2 analysis described in the main text. These were obtained from a model in which we modeled four kinds of intervals: ones with neither an endogenous switch nor a replayed switch, ones with either of those switches, and ones with both.
For the deconvolution analysis of Figure 4a , we first followed the same preprocessing steps and per-observer general linear model approach as used for the main analyses of Figure 3 , but left the regressors for intervals between motion pulses out of the model. Deconvolution was then performed per observer on the residuals of this analysis step, which should no longer contain the response components associated with the events included in the general linear model, while still containing the interval-related response components. The y-axis units of Figure 4a are z-score units of this residual signal. In the deconvolution analysis, as in the main analysis, intervals flanked by complete motion pulses were modeled as distinct from intervals flanked by one or two incomplete motion pulses, and all intervals were modeled as boxcar regressors that had the durations of the associated intervals and amplitudes that were scaled down to retain a norm of 1. Because these boxcar regressors caused considerable collinearity in the design matrix, we used ridge regression implemented with the Python Scikitlearn class RidgeCV 58 at standard settings (which selects complexity parameter α from among the values 0.1, 1 and 10 based on cross validation). The curves of Figure 4a show the estimated across-observer response to intervals with one switch (flanked by complete motion pulses) minus the estimated response to intervals with zero switches (again flanked by complete motion pulses).
For the simulations of Figure 4b , we first calculated an average percept duration distribution across observers based on the fMRI experiment's different colors condition. To this end we constrained a gamma distribution to the across-observer averaged mean percept duration, and to the across-observer averaged s.d. in percept duration (calculated per observer and then averaged). For each simulation setting we adjusted the resulting across-observer distribution by scaling down the mean as well as the s.d . For Figure 4b , the s.d. was scaled down more slowly than the mean, in accordance to the empirical finding that the same color condition's mean percept duration during the fMRI sessions was 0.74 that of the different colors condition, whereas the corresponding s.d. differed only by a factor 0.87. We also performed simulations where mean and s.d. were scaled at the same rate, thus maintaining the same distribution shape, and obtained similar results. To create synthetic BOLD time series (of a length equal to the average length of the per-observer same-color BOLD time series) we first convolved Figure 4a's orange curve with a time series of switch moments randomly generated using the relevant gamma distribution. We then added the result to a randomly selected section of the residuals that had remained after performing deconvolution on an observer's empirical data, in order to match the noise level in the simulations to that in the actual data. To perform deconvolution on the synthetic BOLD time series we created the same four regressors as used for deconvolving the empirical data: intervals with and without a switch, and flanked by either zero or more incomplete motion pulses. To this end we calculated the across-observer average of the four interval durations that could separate consecutive motion pulses, and lay a random sequence of motion pulses, each consecutive pair separated by one of these four durations, alongside each randomly generated sequence of perceptual switches. Each interval between motion pulses was classified as containing either zero switches if the number of switch moments between the midpoints of flanking motion pulses was even, or a single switch if this number was odd (thus matching the procedure followed with the empirical data, and allowing misclassification of intervals that contain more than one switch). Moreover, an interval was classified as flanked by incomplete motion pulses if at least one switch moment coincided with either of the flanking motion pulses. The curve of Figure 4b was calculated by, for each simulated mean percept duration, dividing the area under the deconvolved switch-related curve by the corresponding area obtained in simulations that used the unscaled across-observer duration distribution.
Statistical testing. Most statistical testing relied on t tests and repeated measures ANOVAs. For every reported t test we verified normality of the test data (Kolmogorov-Smirnov P > 0.05). For most repeated measures ANOVAs sphericity testing did not come into play because the factors had only two levels, the only exception being the ANOVA reported above, which included four levels of interval duration. In this case sphericity was not violated (Mauchly's test P > 0.54).
For Figure 1e , we performed a bootstrap analysis on the data of each individual observer, to test whether the resemblance between that observer's autocorrelation curve in the same color condition and his/her curve in the different colors condition was larger than expected by chance. On each iteration we randomly shuffled the sequence of eye dominance states (left, mostly left, mostly right, right) associated with motion pulse reports during the same color condition, and calculated the (sum of squares) distance between the resulting autocorrelation curve and the autocorrelation curve of the different colors condition. These simulated sequences, in other words, maintained the overall proportion of eye dominance reports that a given observer gave in response to motion pulses, but assumed that these reports occurred in random order. We then calculated the proportion of iterations that yielded a distance that was smaller than the observed distance between the two conditions' actual autocorrelation curves. For each observer the reported P value indicates this proportion, which can be interpreted as the probability that the observed resemblance would be observed by chance. For each observer the bootstrap procedure involved a total of 500 randomly reshuffled sequences, putting a lower limit on the measurable P value at 0.002.
The Bayes factor associated with Figure 2 was calculated using the function ttestBF of R's BayesFactor package 59 .
The linear mixed models associated with Figure 3c,d were implemented using R. The models included a random intercept across observers, and included 'prediction vs. actual observation' as a fixed effect. Although the BOLD parameter estimates that underlie these figures were extracted for each scan individually (see above), the associated t tests reported in the main text were (necessarily) run on per-observer average values across all scans, and therefore did not take into account any measure of within-observer reliability. The main reason for the added power of the linear mixed model approach in this case is that observers ran many scans for each condition (36 on average) and that this approach takes into account each per-scan BOLD contrast individually, thus capitalizing on the power gained by the great number of per-observer repetitions. P values were obtained by implementing the models using the lmer function of R's lme4 package 60 , and then comparing models with and without the fixed effect using the anova function. The associated Bayes factors were calculated by implementing the models using the lmBF function of R's BayesFactor package 59 and again comparing models with and without the fixed effect.
All figures that illustrate fMRI results in terms of whole-brain contrasts ( Fig. 3b and Supplementary Figs. 3 and 4) are based on across-observer randomeffects analyses performed using Freesurfer's mri_glmfit, without correction for multiple comparisons.
No statistical methods were used to pre-determine sample sizes but rather our sample sizes were based on precedents in existing literature. In particular, the number of observers for the fMRI experiments was initially chosen to be four, on the grounds that, first, existing studies in this field had obtained robust results using similar sample sizes 15, 18 and, second, the difficulty of the in-scanner task favored a design that capitalized on a large number of per-observer repetitions and a small number of experienced observers. The observer number was later increased to six after referees expressed concern about statistical power. The number of observers for the behavioral experiments was based on the anticipation that an observer-to-observer correlation in mean percept duration would play an important role (Fig. 1e) . Previous work had shown robust correlations of this type using similar participant numbers 10 .
We did not employ randomization in our experiment, in the sense that our within-observer design did not involve randomized assignment to groups, and the experiment was not blind, in the sense that the experimenter was aware which condition was being performed.
A Supplementary methods checklist is available.
